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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 Introduction 
Traditional energy source such as coal and oil, are found only in limited geographical 
areas. Wind is a non-polluting, free and inexhaustible energy source. The production of 
wind power is essentially dependent on the magnitude of and regularity of wind speeds. 
Wind is the motion of air. The difference in air pressure between two regions is the 
driving force behind the motion. The speed of wind is continuously changing, it blows 
stronger in some areas than others, stronger during some months of a year, stronger 
during some hours of a day. The wind varies above the earth's surface in an indefinite 
pattern. This is further complicated by the fact that wind does not always blow in 
the same direction and weaker in other places and not at all in some places , making it 
desirable to describe the wind by statistical methods. When it comes to wind power, 
six of the 10 states with the highest wind potential are in the Midwest, according to 
the American Wind Energy Association. Iowa and Minnesota are leading the way with 
more than 500 megawatts of wind power ( equivalent to the size of a typical coal plant) 
coming online since 1998. Wind turbines in Iowa currently generate about 1.8% of the 
State's annual electrical energy [1]. The state lies at the eastern edge of the great plains 
where winds blow strongly. In all, Iowa is home to 327 large-scale wind turbines, with 
a total generating capacity of 242 MW. The turbines provide enough power for about 
80,000 homes. Iowa has only begun to tap its wind resource. It is considerably larger 
than California's, the state with the most wind development to date and a wind energy 
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generating capacity of 15.53 MW. 
This thesis describes a softvvare that has been devPloped to advance the understand--
ing of Iowa's wind energy resources to help farmers. To this end, this thesis first provides 
background information about wind po,ver in Chapter 1. Detailed information about 
the study area is given in Chapter 2, vvith a description of the 13 candidate wind sites 
in Iowa . The evaluation of the wind resource in Iowa then begins in Chapter ;3 vvith a 
review of available data by statistical description. The remainder of Chapter 3 focuses 
on wind speed assessment using time series analysis and spatial analysis. In addition , 
data on three towers in Estherville site are chosen for correlation analysis. Chapter 4 
presents a web-based statistical data analysis system that is made to help a wind expert 
to optimize the geographical distribution of wind turbines in Iowa for best economic 
benefits. Finally, chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a review of the results and a dis-
cussion of their implications for wind energy development and provides suggestion for 
future '"'ork. 
It is important to mention here that the author contributed to all the work reported 
here which was done by a group. In addition, Chapter 3 onwards is solely the contribu-
tion of the author of this thesis. 
1.2 Background 
1.2.1 Wind Data l\tieasurement 
Winds vary considerably in different geographical areas according to the season and 
from year to year. Variations in wind direction, speed, and temperature have a large 
effect on wind energy. However the disadvantage of wind energy is the inaccuracy of 
wind speed measurement. 
There are thirteen candidate sites that are studied in this research. For most of the 
sites, data are available from 1996 to 1999. 
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Wind sensors are mounted on towers at different heights connected by galvanized 
tubes. The lower level sensors are mounted at 33ft (10m) above the ground in order to 
minimize the turbulence near the ground. The sample installation used in this study is 
shown in Fig.LL The following are the measurement devices used in this study. 
• Wind Speed Sensors. A three cup anemometer was used for wind speed meas1,1re-
ment. In Fig.1.1, the wind speed values were collected from four anemometers 
mounted at three different heights above the ground: two at 165 ft and other two 
at 108 feet and 33 feet respectively. 
• Wind Direction Vane. Wind vane is used for wind direction measurement. Wind 
vane seeks a force equilibrium position in aligning it to the wind. 
• Temperature. Probe is used for air temperature measurement. 
1.2.2 Wind Characteristics 
The characteristics of the wind can be analyzed with the following statistical quan-
tities. 
• Average: It is one of the most commonly used indicator of wind production po-
tential which is defined as 
1 n 
v = - I ) v;) 
n i=l 
(1.1) 
where n is the sample size or number of measured values, and v; is the ith ob-
servation. Table 1.1 gives the average wind speeds of the entire data set for each 
site measured at different heights (33ft, 108ft and 165ft) at the 13 wind stations 
in Iowa. 
• Standard Deviation: This is another measure which describes the regularity of 
wind speed. The smaller the value, the more uniform are the wind speeds and 
2 "'· 
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Figure 1.1 Wind tower 
therefore has a higher wind energy potential. Standard Deviation is defined as 
l n 
a= --I:(vi - v) 2 
n - l i=l 
(1.2 ) 
The standard deviation values computed without considering mISsmg data and 
bad data are shown in table 1.2. 
• Correlation: Correlation analysis includes spatial correlation of wind speeds be-
tween different sites of measurement and wind speed between different heights on 
the same tower. Data measured at three towers at Estherville are used for spatial 
correlation analysis. 
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Table 1.1 Average wind speed (mi/hr) 
Site vl (33ft) v2 (108ft) max(v3 ,v4) (165ft) 
Forestcity 11. 7152 14.3182 16.1679 
Cedar 9.30661 12.0661 13. 7321 
Algona 10.397 14.1136 16.7201 
Arlington 10.1714 12.5221 14.3059 
Inwood 11.3732 14.2724 15.8323 
Estherville 13.9678 17.6594 19.4313 
Park 11.1239 14.272 15.5208 
Peyton 10.3032 13.0576 15.2336 
Muscatine 10.5495 13.4848 14.3455 
RedOak 9.67737 13.1473 15.6237 
Sibley 12.2586 15.3682 17.6099 
Sutherland 11.5784 15.0331 16.8642 
Turin 8.11448 11.6271 12.9055 
Alta 12.3865 15.4618 17.203 
Racliffe 11.9918 14.4832 16.1827 
Table 1.2 Standard deviation (mi/hr) 
Site stdl std2 std3 
Forestcity 1.64395 1.58913 1.61819 
Cedar 2.56807 2.45129 2.60634 
Algona 2.62413 2.6851 2.60083 
Arlington 2.01862 1.98563 2.09071 
Inwood 2.36022 2.28828 2.24283 
Estherville 3.20408 1.99786 2.13608 
Park 3.53085 3.0936 3.42987 
Peyton 4.53633 4.50516 4.84687 
Muscatine 1.98592 1.4962 1.23825 
RedOak 3.40046 4.17064 4.92533 
Sibley 2.19944 2.30296 2.12548 
Sutherland 2.09085 2.09833 2.01463 
Turin 1.69132 2.64398 3.0275 
Alta 3.04515 2.46327 2.27917 
Racliffe 1. 7313 1.9949 1.88569 
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• Diurnal Wind Speed Distribution: Daily wind speed variations are due to the 
differential heating on the earth's surface. Typically, wind speeds increase from 
the lowest value at midnight to sunrise. Fig.1.2 shows diurnal distribution of 
Estherville on Nov. 10, 1998. 
..... 
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10.0 - ---------------------a 
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ii me of Day. Homs 
Figure 1.2 Diurnal distribution 
• Seasonal Frequency Distribution: Seasonal variation of wind speed is significant in 
Great Plains area and the knowledge of this variation is important for wind energy 
development. Bin analysis has been used in the description of seasonal wind speed 
variations in Iowa and estimation of energy production in Iowa. 
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2 STUDY AREA 
The economic potential of wind energy depends on the nature of the wind resource. 
Any resource and cost evaluation require the analysis of the potential wind energy re-
sources of the particular area. Iowa lying at the eastern edge of the mid-west wind 
corridor is well exposed to wind and hence is an attractive state for wind energy devel-
opment. In this section we developed maps by using geographical information system 
( G IS) to describe the Iowa geography. 
2 .1 Site Information 
Iowa is well known for its high winds. Wind data for 13 sites spread across Iowa are 
evaluated for their potential for wind farm development. All the sites are on well-exposed 
terrain near rolling hills and top of the ridges with no nearby obstructions. 
Ten minutes average wind speeds in "mi/hr" were recorded at three different anemome-
ter heights (33ft, 108ft and 165 ft) . Most of the sites have two full years of data (from 
Jan. 1997 to Dec.1998). Some sites have nearly three years of data (from the end of the 
1996 to the end of 1999) , while some sites have only one year of data (Muscatine from 
Oct. 1996 to Nov. 1997). Fig. 2.1 shows the locations of the 13 wind sites. Table 2.1 
lists a summary of the site information. The detailed site information for each site is 
described in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 2.1 Iowa. wind sites. 
2.2 Wind Maps 
2.2.1 Wind Speed Contour Maps 
_; v 
! : 
-.,, r·-· 
\~ 
t, 
')-
911...w 
Seasonal wind speed contour maps have been generated using spatial interpolation 
for all sea.sons up to Fa.111999 from wind speed data.. A.review (a. GIS package) was used 
to interpolate these discrete wind speed values scattered a.t different sites in Iowa.. The 
generated files, carry values of wind speed ( averaged in time and interpolated in 2-D 
space) and location (longitude and latitude). For wind speed query, users can choose 
interested location in Iowa. with zoom-in , zoom-out, and panning options on the wind 
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Table 2.1 Iowa wind site information 
Name Longitude/Latitude Elevation (Ft.) 
Algona 94.14W /43.04N 1260 
Alta 95.34W /42.84N 1540 
Arlington 91.61 W /42.77N 1270 
Cedar 92.57W /41.19N 840 
Estherville 94.85W / 43.27N 1560 
Forest City 93.63W / 43.28N 1300 
Inwood 96.47W /43.25N 1480 
Muscatine 91.11 W /41.45N 720 
Radcliffe 93.44W /42.30N 1210 
RedOak 95.17W /41.00N 1220 
Sibley 95.68W /43.40N 1610 
Sutherland 95.51 W /43.00N 1510 
Turin 95.91 W /41.97N 1100 
speed contour map. Wind speed value that corresponds to a chosen location on the map 
will be shown in a table interactively. Fig.2.2 and Fig.2.3 show the wind contour maps 
of winter 1998 and winter 1999 respectively. 
The contours on the map give the average wind speed at ( 16.S feet) above level ground 
with no nearby obstructions. We can see, there is considerable variation in average wind 
speed spread across the state. The highest wind speeds occurred in northwest cornIT. of 
the state of Iowa. Wind speeds decrease toward southeast. So there is significant wind 
power development in the northwest than in the southeast. The maps were drawn by 
interpolating seasonal average wind speed (see table 2.2) for 13 sites listed on the map. 
See appendix 2 for all the seasonal contour maps. 
Wind speed variation with season in Iowa is also quite noticeable. The windiest 
season is winter and spring; the season with the least amount of wind is fall. Table 2.2 
---
shows the seasonal wind speed at the third level. 
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Figure 2.2 \i\Tind speed contour map of winter 1998 
2.2.2 Layers of geographical information 
Many factors are specific for wind site selection. Additional layers of maps ( elevation 
map, longitude/latitude map, road map and power line and plant map) were added on 
to the wind speed contour map as additional information for site evaluation. 
• Elevation map: The site selection will highly depend on the nature of the terrain, so 
elevation maps of the state of Iowa was considered first. The data file is downloaded 
from the USGeo data web site. There are two options for the contour plots. Either 
to plot with distance up to 40 feet between each contour or the second option is 
a 1:250,000-Scale Digital Elevation Model (DEM). There are 24 files downloaded 
from the website. Each file has to be merged to get the best possible map. This 
was achieved using the GIS package Arclnfo. Unfortunately, it occupied approx. 
1.6 GB of disk space. Accessing such a large data on-the-fly is computationally 
very expensive. Contour maps, instead serve the purpose quite adequately. The 
contours are at a distance of 40 feet from each other. The file data size has been 
reduced to about 1/10 of the original. Also, the time taken to upload the file 
~ Fall 98 
CJ5•6 
CJ 6•7 
CJ 7-8 
CJ 8·9 
CJ 9-11) 
CJ 10 -11 
CJ 11 · 12 
CJ 12 • 13 . G ,13 .14 . 
CJ 14-15 
EJ 15c 16 
-16-17 
- 17 -11 Bi 11 -19 
CJ 19 ·20 
CJ 20-21 
CJ 21-22. 
CJ .22 ·23 
CJ23·24 
CJ 24 •25 
CJ No Data 
Figure 2.3 
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Wind speed contour map of fall 1998 
on-the-fly has decreased significantly. 
• Road map: The second goal was to obtain data regarding the detailed road map 
of the state of Iowa. Site selection also need to consider road construction and 
road service. For large wind farms, roads typically represent 1 to 3 plant costs 
[Conover, 1994] and [Zond, 1994]. The data files were available at the university 
GIS center. One problem that was encountered was to differentiate between the 
interstate highways and the county roads. In addition to showing the Interstates 
by thicker lines a coloring scheme has been used to differentiate the two. The color 
combination has been displayed in Fig. 2.5. 
• Latitudes and longitudes map: The next objective was to get the lines showing 
latitudes and longitudes passing through the state of Iowa. Unfortunately, the 
U.S.A. map had only one line passing through Iowa. It is not possible to divide the 
longitudes and latitudes into smaller degrees using the software Arclnfo . Instead 
we went ahead with the more powerful package, Arcview, to divide it into gridlines 
Algona 
Alta 
Arlington 
Cedar 
Estherville 
Forest City 
Inwood 
Radcliffe 
Red Oak 
Sibley 
Sutherland 
Turin 
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Table 2.2 Average wind speed of winter 98 and 
fall 98 
Winter Average Speed(mi/hr) Fall Average Speed(mi/hr) 
16.4460 12.4879 
17.2634 12.5674 
15.8687 9.8283 
13.8595 9. 7512 
19.4064 14.3708 
16.3654 11.7265 
14.6494 11.7294 
17.1909 12.5163 
15.9209 11.8706 
17.3291 12.9117 
17.0491 12.0350 
14.8835 10.2809 
and gave it the same projection as that of the Iowa map. 
• Transmission line and power plant map: The last requirement is to locate the 
transmission line and power plant data files in the state of Iowa. Economics of 
transmission access also needs to be considered for wind energy site selection. The 
thirteen wind sites are well exposed and are near transmission lines. These data 
files are obtained from our various resources at the GIS facility at Iowa State 
University. The USGeo data web site does not have the required data file. The 
maps are shown in Fig.2.6. 
• The goal was to merge all these files into one file. The main problem associated 
with it was to get the right color combination because of the detail that is being 
displayed. After a lot of thought, we reached upon the most optimum choice as 
has been displayed in the Fig.2.7. The merging and layering of all the files are 
achieved by using Arc View. 
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Figure 2.4 Iowa elevation map 
2.3 Technical Comments 
· Elevation in feet · 
/\/ 16J-240 · 
· 2-'11 32 0 · 
· i\ / 321 - 360 · 
:./'<J 361 - 400 · 
N 4•1-4Bo · 
All of the information generated are available to the user through the web. For stable 
web serving, wind speed analysis is performed by two sessions of Arcview: 
• Session 1: Wind speed contour maps with dynamic generation and manipulation 
(sliding/pan, zoom-in, zoom-out and wind speed query). 
• Session 2: All types of layer map are listed , which include elevation map, lon-
gitude/latit ude line map and road map and power line and plant map. By this 
function any layer of map can be selected and merged into the resulting map. 
2.4 Map Query 
The details of the functionality of wind map query is described here: 
• Open the web page. (Use link "Data analysis" in menu bar on the home page. 
Or, open URL: http://h422665. aeem. iastate. edu/ winddataframe.html into a new 
14 
Figure 2.5 Iowa road map 
window.) 
• \J'IJ1n·d o·ata · Sitts 
· Highw a'!'S· 
. A / County.Ro ads. 
1-,5 
i.rn· 
• Check the check box( es) of type of layers you want to add to wind speed contour 
map. If none are required, they can be left unchecked. Please note that adding 
these layers generally increases computation time to get a new map . Especially 
the elevation map is computationally expensive and slow. 
• Select a wind speed contour map by choosing the year and the quarter. If you 
want to see the resulting map, click OK, see Fig. 2.8. 
• Sliding and Magnifying the map: 
To slide/pan the map, select "pan" by clicking the radio button. Then click 
on a location on the map to be centered . 
To increase scale, select "zoom in" by clicking the radio button. Then click 
on a location on the map to be centered and zoomed in, see Fig.2 .9. 
To decrease scale, select "zoom out" by clicking the radio button . Then click 
on a location on the map to be centered and to zoom out, see Fig. 2.10. 
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Figure 2.6 Transmission line and power plant map 
To reset the map, click the "Reset map" at the left bottom of the page and 
the map will reset itself to it's original look. 
In order to get wind speed, select "get wind speed" by clicking the radio 
button. Then click on a location on the map that you are interested in . A 
new window pops up as seen in Fig. 2.11, which shows a table of longitude, 
latitude and wind speeds that have been queried previously and currently. 
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Figure 2.7 Elevation and road map 
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Figure 2.8 Wind data analysis 
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3 WIND RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 
\Nind resource assessment is to inspect all recorded wind speed, deal with missing 
values and erroneous values, create validated files and generate summary reports. Inac-
curate wind speed measurement is unavoidable in any wind speed measurement . Since 
the energy that can be captured by wind turbines is highly dependent on the local av-
erage wind speed. An accurate wind resource assessment is the key element to the wind 
energy development and resource cost analysis. Fig. 3.1 shows the quality control flow 
chart. This chapter talks about information flow from the input of raw data to the 
output of quality controlled data. And the data analysis part will be described in the 
next chapter. 
3. 1 Data Preprocessing 
Five calendar years of wind data ( wind speed, wind direction and temperature) have 
been collected from data loggers in Iowa since summer 1994 and archived as a web 
database at http://www.public. iastate. edu/~winden where data files are available for 
download. Database queries of wind speed and bin analysis can be performed on-the-fly 
on the web pages with Graphical User Interface (GUI) enhanced features. For quality 
control, icing data was filtered out of the data sets . 
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Figure 3.1 Quality control flow chart 
3.1.1 Importing Wind Data to Microsite 
All the raw data files in HEX format sent from data loggers were imported into 
Microsite (a software for wind data management). It provides a range of tools to or-
ganize, maintain and display wind energy data. Each data logger has sensors of wind 
speed, sensors of wind direction or direction vanes, and a temperature probe. Microsite 
is also used to compute statistical values of the imported data, and applies some data 
patching routines to those bad data caused by sensor icing. Resulting data files consist 
of wind speeds, wind directions, temperatures, each of which is time averaged ( either in 
ten minutes or one hour) and standard deviation of each quantity in that time length. 
Following are the important features of the data archived: 
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• Imported from winter 96 to fall 99 except at discontinued locations. 
• Site information (Location, tower type, sensor types, data field description. See 
Appendix 1). 
• List of missing data ( due to sensor failure, etc.) was made for each site, and is 
included to the site information. 
• quality control (QC) 
Raw data sets usually include considerable number of low quality data due to 
sensor failure, sensor icing or interference between sensors. 
• QC for hourly data was done by Ron Nierenberg (Consulting Meteorologist) m 
California. This however does not include filling missing data. 
• Wind data can be exported from Microsite in a variety of formats with the "Export 
Data" function. The data were exported and saved every three months as ten 
minutes data into dBase IV for wind map generation and also as ASCII files 
format for data analysis. 
3.1.2 Accessing data 
Available through wind web site http://www.public.iastate.edu/~winden/winddata. 
html with quarter size (3 month size) files. Corresponding wind speed contour maps are 
also available through the web page, see Fig. 3.2. The following procedure is used to 
access this data. 
• Go to the web page and click "Wind data" on the home page menu bar or enter 
URL of http:/ /www. public. iastate. edu/~ winden/winddata. html. 
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Figure 3.2 Wind data 
• On the web page first select the site by either clicking a site name in the left column 
or clicking its location on the Iowa map. Click OK in the following message window, 
see Fig. 3.3. 
• Select the data type either QCed ( quality-controlled) data or raw (non-quality-
controlled, original data from the data loggers) data in drop-down menu at the 
top of the right column. 
• Select either the hourly averaged database or the 10-minute averaged database in 
the second drop-down menu. Please note that hourly database typically covers 
earlier years than what 10-minute database covers. 
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www.public.iastate.edu - [JavaScript Application] 13 
Sil~ cho:sen: Cedar 
Figure 3.3 Site selection for wind data download 
• Select the year in the third drop-down menu. Years are listed based on previous 
selections of site, QC type, and average type. In other words, change in any of the 
previous choice requires re-selection of all the following items. 
• Select the quarter (3-month length) for which period data is required in the fourth 
drop-down menu. 
• Click "Show file name". The file name that matches the selection will be shown. 
Clicking OK in the message box will get the data file in a new window, see Fig. 
3.4. 
• To get the data field description (which column means what), click information 
button ( red ball icon with letter i) at left of corresponding site name in the left 
column of Wind data page. 
3.2 Data Processing 
The standard observational procedures in Microsite tend to minimize errors, but the 
criteria used may not present a standard when working with our data, thus the result 
may not be ideal. The overall data quality which are processed using Microsite are 
evaluated by summarizing the missing data percentage of each site, see table 3.1. These 
values are computed from dividing available data points by total data points. 
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Figure 3.4 Wind data file download 
All data are inaccurate to some degree and, therefore, require close scrutiny and 
adjustment. Without proper data evaluation it is doubtful whether the analysis will 
produce worthwhile results. The wind speed data are exported from Microsite as ASCII 
files for quality checking. For processing efficiency, the original 23 fields of each data 
record were truncated into 6 fields which are date field, time field and four wind speed 
value fields. Each file has data of one quarter's period of time and the file is named as 
the year and quarter name under the corresponding site directory. Totally there are 148 
exported data files which are used for further data analysis. Missing data are identified 
and filled using either height adjustment or time series adjustment. Also correlation 
analysis is applied to the three towers at Estherville site. 
3.2.1 Missing Data 
3.2.1.1 Time Sequence Missing 
A complete ten minute interval data set will have continuous time sequence with 6 
readings per hour, 144 readings per day, and 52560 readings per year (365 days/year). 
The incomplete data set, however, will have less reading records compared to the com-
plete one. Table 3.2 shows an example of incomplete data set, as we can see the time 
is continuous in a ten minutes interval pattern. Time sequence patching method was 
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Table 3.1 Missing data percentage 
Site vl v2 v3 
Forest City 10.63 11.84 10.51 
Cedar 44.54 16.56 16.60 
Algona 23.42 19.46 19.81 
Arlington 36.41 35.92 36.40 
Inwood 27.77 26.23 26.97 
Esthervill 15.61 10.86 10.99 
Muscatine 18.02 57.89 18.13 
RedOak 9.08 9.03 7.29 
Sibley 6.30 16.39 6.44 
Sutherland 7.01 5.60 6.98 
Turin 20.22 6.78 7.01 
Alta 24.07 29.22 24.93 
Radcliffe 15.52 15.22 15.85 
used to evaluate the completeness of the collected data by detecting the time sequence 
missing records and filling the records with date, time and "O" values for wind speeds. 
3.2.1.2 Missing Data Classification 
Data missing may be caused by following reasons: 
• Iced data. For 10-min data, iced data was defined based on temperature, average 
wind speed, and wind speed deviation. The idea is that if the anemometer and the 
direction vane are frozen, wind speed reading should be zero and direction vane 
reading should be constant ( or its deviation is zero) and temperature should be 
equal or less than the freezing temperature. If all of these three conditions are 
met, the wind speed data (0 readings) will be determined to be icing, therefore, it 
will be termed as bad data. After icing data were identified, they are removed. 
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Table 3.2 Time sequence missing 
Date Time vl (mi/hr) v2 (mi/hr) v3 (mi/hr) 
28-Dec-96 16:30:00 11.28 17.77 19.65 
28-Dec-96 16:40:00 11.45 18.79 21.01 
28-Dec-96 17:10:00 10.42 15.55 17.6 
28-Dec-96 17:20:00 12.64 17.43 19.99 
28-Dec-96 17:30:00 10.76 15.72 18.28 
28-Dec-96 18:20:00 10.93 17.6 19.3 
28-Dec-96 18:30:00 12.47 19.99 22.21 
28-Dec-96 18:40:00 14.01 21.35 23.4 
28-Dec-96 18:50:00 10.59 17.08 19.3 
28-Dec-96 19:00:00 10.42 16.06 17.6 
28-Dec-96 19:10:00 12.47 18.62 20.67 
28-Dec-96 19:50:00 12.47 18.45 19.99 
• Sensor failures. After data missing sensor is identified, next the sensor that pro-
duced valid data during the same time period on the same tower that the first 
sensor failed is identified, then a mathematical relationship in heights is identified 
between the two sensors which can be used to fill the missing data of the first 
sensor with the data set of the second. 
• Tower shadow. For wind tower shadow effects at 165 feet, the larger value of the 
two anemometers is used. 
• Tower failures. For wind tower failures in a short period of time (several ten 
minutes or hours), data are missing on all sensors at the same time. Curve fitting 
program was used to fill in the wind speed with the available data before and after 
the period. For wind tower failures in a longer term (days), missing data is filled 
using related sites as references. 
If wind data are missing for a particular period of time, values from the preceding 
and subsequent time were used in a non-linear regression model to fill in the missing 
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Table 3.3 Missing data classification 
Site vl v2 v3 and v4 
Casel 0 
Case2 0 
Case3 0 
Case4 0 0 
Case5 0 0 
Case6 0 0 
Case7 0 0 0 
data. Missing data were handled differently depending on how wind speed values are 
missing. For each record having four wind speed values measured on different sensors 
mounted on the same tower, any sensor's data can be missing. We classified the missing 
data into 7 cases (see Table 3.3) based on which sensor's data are missing, where the 
values of "O" indicate data missing. vl and v2 represent wind speed measured at 33ft 
and 108ft respectively. For the two anemometers located at 165ft, we take the larger 
measurement value as the wind speed at that level ( tower shadow effect). Case 1 through 
case 6 may be caused by sensor failures since at least one sensor was working on the 
tower. Thus case 7 may be caused by Tower failure. 
Each problem data record was marked by appending a code to the numerical value 
in the data set to indicate the missing case. The marking process does not delete the 
selected data, it only causes the exclusion of the marked values from calculation . Data 
that is marked can be unmarked later on by overwriting them using their correspond-
ing missing data filling methods. For unmarked data (filtered data) , some statistical 
calculations ( average and frequency distribution) are made for further comparison. An 
example of marked data set is shown in table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 Missing data marking 
Date Time vl v2 v3 Case Mark 
04-Jan-98 18:00:00 0 0 0 7 
04-Jan-98 18:10:00 0 0 0 7 
12-Jan-98 16:10:00 14.86 0 15.72 2 
12-Jan-98 16:20:00 14.52 0 15.55 2 
14-Jan-98 12:30:00 2.73 0 0 6 
14-Jan-98 12:40:00 2.22 0 0 6 
17-Jan-98 13:50:00 8.88 10.76 0 3 
17-Jan-98 14:00:00 9.4 10.76 0 3 
28-Jan-98 01:00:00 0 0 12.98 4 
28-Jan-98 01:10:00 0 0 12.81 4 
29-Jan-98 01:10:00 15.55 0.51 17.43 
29-Jan-98 01:20:00 14.69 0.34 16.91 
22-Mar-98 10:10:00 0 0.68 0 5 
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3.2.2 Data Filling Methods 
Three types of statistical analysis of the wind speed data are presented in this study: 
height adjustment, spatial correlation and time regression. During the filling process , 
first the data missing sensors are identified by checking the filtered data which are marked 
by the missing cases. Missing data cases from 1 to 6 are solved by analyzing wind speed 
variations with height at the same location. Missing data case7, is solved by using a 
polynomial to fit the available data before the time and after the time of the missing 
period. The missing data percentage from case 1 to case 6 (Fig. 3.5) and missing data 
percentage of case 7 (Fig. 3.6) were calculated respectively for each quarter period of 
time in each site. 
Site qt4_96 qt1_97 qt2_97 qt3_97 qt4_97 qt1 _98 qt2_98 qt3_98 qt4_98 qt1_99 qt2_99 qt3_99 qt4_99 
ForestC ity 8.42% 2.28% 2.14% 1.80% 14.05% 2.10% 6.24% 1.74% 0.94% 2.52% 1.15% 0.87% 
Ced.-. 1.06% 2.38% 1.52% 3.05% 1.12% 3.53% 56.25% 98.83% 99.24% 50.02% 
Algona 1.65% 1.03% 22.28% 1.04% 1.65% 2.45% 
Ar1ington 0.53% 1.43% 24.00% 6.47% 8.00% 0.93% 0.48% 2.44% 0.60% 1.80% 
Inwood 3.02% 2.07% 0.87% 2.93% 0.02% 2.58% 1.03% 2.41% 8.76% 1.10% 2.17% 13.16% 
Esthervi ll e 4. 03% 3.33% 034% 0.64% 5.11 % 17.82% 45.23% 12.74% 0.41% 8.93% 0.65% 0.53% 0.28% 
Muscatine 1.85% 2.08% 57 .00% 94.59% 49.95% 
RedOak 1.68% 118% 2.25% 3.49% 4.66% 31. 73% 1.00% 440% 2.29% 2.92% 1.55% 8.29% 
Sibley 5.30% 5.30% 0.71% 1.34% 3.89% 6.91 % 1.63% 1.83% 0.50% 1.75% 48.09% 72.16% 
Sutherland 3. 21 % 2.58% 1.03% 5.60% 4.75% 9 51 % 0.85% 3.25% 0.50% 3.62% 0.69% 1.55% 
Turin 3.60% 0.66% 50.50% 83.24% 2.02% 3.09% 0.83% 1179% 8.14% 1.27% 8.92% 1.28% 
Aha 0.85% 2.77% 35.55% 11 .00% 1.83% 1.11 % 
Racld iffe 7.72% 1.94% 0.78% 1.93% 7.57% 4.31% 1.00% 0.51% 0.25% 2.29% 0.40% 0.72% 
Figure 3.5 Percentage of the first category of missing data 
3.2.2.1 Vert ical Wind Speed Variat ions 
Wind varies with height above ground. Friction slows down the wind speed near 
the earth's surface. It's expected, therefore, that the wind speed above the surface will 
increase with altitude. This is the reason that anemometers are placed at least 10 meters 
above the ground. The variation of velocity with height is called vertical wind profile 
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Site qt4_96 qt1_97 qt2_ 97 ql3_97 qt4_97 ql1 _98 qt2_ 98 qt3_ 98 ql4_98 qt1_99 qt2_ 99 qt3_99 qt4_99 
ForestC ity 40.06% 5.15% 0.21 % 12.30% 2.86% 3.50% 0.25% 0.44% 2.36% 4.14% 3.78% 38.36% 
Ced,-, 39 .00% 12.15% 17. 56% 4.24% 040% 081% 0.35% 1.17% 0.76% 118% 
Algona 55 .11 % 21 .59% 6.31% 0.24% 0.32% 30.60% 
Arl ington 60 .47% 39.78% 76.07% 9.78% 89.28% 52 .57% 25 .84% 1.47% 0.11 % 0.48% 
In wood 47 .91% 42.27% 0.28% 6.16% 88.69% 65.55% 0.35% 0.73% 5.27% 0.39% 0.14% 50.80% 
Esthervill e 40.73% 047% 0.20% 0.10% 9.93% 15.27% 0.29% 22.40% 0.21% 0.30% 0.12% 0.15% 32.63% 
Muscatine 33.02% 0.56% 0.49% 2.78% 50.05% 
RedOak 28.86% 0.37% 0.53% 2.94% 0.82% 7.82% 0.10% 6.26% 1.89% 1.80% 21 .28% 2.05% 
Sibley 45.80% 1.44% 0.18% 0.42% 2.74% 7.04% 0.46% 0.55% 0.03% 2.27% 1.72% 0.14% 
Suth erland 40 .73% 0.25% 0.12% 0.26% 4.86% 9.67% 0.18% 071 % 2.29% 2.69% 0.18% 0.22% 
T111in 21.01% 8.56% 19.24% 0.43% 0.72% 4.23% 8.94% 1.11 % 2.52% 0.14% 3.40% 5.22% 
Alta 2.25% 1.41 % 6.81% 73 .83% 18.87% 35 .37 % 
Raddiffe 37 .96% 1.57% 2.48% 16. 67% 1.52% 11 . 98% 3.69% 37.92% 0.13% 143% 346% 53 .94% 
Figure 3.6 Percentage of the second category of missing data 
which is usually defined by two general relationships: the logarithmic velocity profile 
and power law velocity profile. For wind industry the power law profile is considered to 
be more representative both for wind data estimation and prediction. In our study, this 
rule of wind variation with height was used to fill missing data caused by sensor failures. 
The power law function is described as 
~ = (- z- )° 
Vref Zrej 
( 3.1) 
where a is the wind speed exponent, v and Vref are the wind speeds at altitudes z and 
Zr e f respectively. From the power law function, we can estimate wind speeds at one 
height from the available wind speed at another height, which is 
V = Vr eJ( _ z_) a 
Zref 
(3 .2) 
where the wind speed exponent a is not a universal value for all sites. Instead it varies 
between 0.10 and 0.40 , depending on the surface roughness, flow pattern and stability of 
site features . Some measurement shows that the value of a may also exceed these limits . 
Typically, this exponent is adopted as i in many applications irrespective of conditions 
which may cause significant errors . There are many methods that have been applied to 
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estimate the wind exponent. One of the methods applied by Zekai Sen [12) is chosen in 
our study. This method describes that given wind speed time series at two elevations, 
the proposed exponent is a function of the averages wind speed, standard deviations 
and the correlation coefficient between the two time series. In our study, for each data 
record there are three wind speeds v1 , v2 and v3 at elevation z1 , z2 and z3 respectively. 
The wind speed exponent between time series of any two heights is calculated as [12] 
ln(vJvj) + ln(l - CviCvjrv,vJ 
a=------------=--
ln(zvd Zvj) (3.3) 
where Vi = :Z::::~ 1 ~ and Vj = L j=l ~. rv;v; is the correlation coefficient between the two 
times series. Cvi and Cvj are the coefficients of variations which are defined as 
Sui Suj 
Cui = ---=-, Cvj = -=--
Vi Vj 
where Svi and Svj are the standard deviations calculated from 
Sui= 
°"n ( . -. ·)2 L,i=l V, - V, 
'Svj = 
n-l 
°"n ( . -.)2 L,j=l VJ - VJ 
n-l 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where n is the quarter numbers for the data set. The result of the correlation coefficients 
are shown in the Table 3.5. 
This method is applied to all wind speeds at all sites. The power law coefficients that 
are calculated between height 165 ft and other specific heights are presented in Table 
3.6, in which 
ln(vifv3) + ln (l - Cv1Cu3rv1v3) 
0'.1= 
ln(zvi/ Zv3) (3.6) 
l n ( if2 / V3) + l n ( 1 - Cv2 Cv3 r v2 vJ 
0'.2 = 
ln(zv2/ Zv3) (3 .7) 
3.2.2.2 Time Series Regression 
Time series regression models are especially suitable for evaluating short-term effects 
of time-varying exposures. It can be used when data are missing at all altitudes so that 
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Table 3.5 Correlation coefficient of speed be-
tween elevations in 13 sites 
Site r13 r23 r33 
Forestcity 0.989175 0.989159 1 
Cedar 0.968178 0.994266 1 
Algona 0.671214 0.997616 1 
Arlington 0.948796 0.990506 1 
Inwood 0.943054 0.995211 1 
Estherville 0.281132 0.959136 1 
Muscatine 0.940366 0.991551 1 
RedOak 0.973117 0.985446 1 
Sibley 0.953695 0.942189 1 
Sutherland 0.807577 0.985833 1 
Turin 0.960664 0.990716 1 
Alta 0.955938 0.990083 1 
Racliffe 0.943001 0.988686 1 
Table 3.6 Exponent calculation 
Site 0:1 0:2 
Forest City 0.20251 0.318184 
Cedar 0.184039 0.281389 
Algona 0.211686 0.319195 
Arlington 0.22017 0.309574 
Inwood 0.191562 0.298035 
Estherville 0.16892 0.253547 
Muscatine 0.200567 0.317062 
RedOak 0.188487 0.285474 
Sibley 0.228035 0.318591 
Sutherland 0.205599 0.314974 
Turin 0.278195 0.370529 
Alta 0.173498 0.281417 
Radcliffe 0.196762 0.29954 
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power law method is not appropriate. We used non-linear regression method to fill in the 
missing data. For the n points ( t;, Vi), we used polynomial of degree 3 to approximate 
the given data. In other words we are looking for a function of the form 
to find the coefficient a3, a2, a 1 and a0, we minimize 
n L (v; - u(t;)) 2 
i=l 
we denote 
e; = v; - u(t;) 
we want to minimize 
n 
Lef 
i=l 
for Li=l (v; - u(t;)) 2 to be minimized, it is necessary that 
a n 
-L (v; - u(t;)) 2 = 0 
Oaj i=l 
for j=0, ... ,3, the above equation yields: 
a3 Li=l tf + a2 Li=l tf + a1 Li=l t; + ao I:7=1 t; = Li=l v;t; 
a3 Li=l tf + a2 Li=l t; + a1 Li =l t; + ao Li=l t; = Li=l v;t; 
a3 I:7=1 t; + a2 I:7=1 t; + a1 Li=l t; + ao Li=l t; = I:7=1 v;i; 
a3 Li=l t; + a2 Li=l t; + a1 Li=l t; + nao = Li=l V; 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
from which a0 to a3 can be solved. To illustrate this method, one day time period of 
data (in Table 3. 7) at Alta are investigated. 
For a complete ten minute interval data set, there are 144 data points in one day 
period of time. The above data set has only 24 data points. The other 124 data points 
are missing denoted by zero. Fig. 3. 7 shows both the available data points and the 
missing data points. As we can see the missing data points are evenly distributed in 
time. 
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Table 3. 7 ·wind data in time series 
Date Time vl (mi / hr) v2 (mi/hr) v3 (mi / hr) 
02-Jul-98 00:00:00 3.59 6.66 6.32 
02-Jul-98 01:00:00 5.98 10.25 9.91 
02-Jul-98 02:00:00 6.49 12.13 11.96 
02-Jul-98 03:00:00 7.18 13.33 13.67 
02-Jul-98 04:00:00 5.47 12.64 13.84 
02-Jul-98 05:00:00 6.49 14.52 16.06 
02-Jul-98 06:00:00 7.69 13.5 15.72 
02-Jul-98 07:00:00 9.57 11.62 12.3 
02-Jul-98 08:00:00 9.57 11.79 12.3 
02-Jul-98 09:00:00 10.59 14.01 14.69 
02-Jul-98 10:00:00 9.23 11.96 12.98 
02-Jul-98 11:00:00 8.71 10.93 11.45 
02-Jul-98 12:00:00 8.54 10.42 10.93 
02-Jul-98 13:00:00 6.66 8.03 8.54 
02-Jul-98 14:00:00 6.83 9.05 9.57 
02-J ul-98 15:00:00 8.37 11. 79 12.98 
02-Jul-98 16:00:00 9.74 12.64 13.67 
02-Jul-98 17:00:00 7.69 10.76 11.79 
02-Jul-98 18:00:00 7.69 11.1 12.3 
02-Jul-98 19:00:00 5.47 10.08 11.62 
02-Jul-98 20:00:00 5.98 11.79 14.01 
02-Jul-98 21:00:00 8.03 15.03 17.6 
02-Jul-98 22:00:00 8.03 14.86 17.6 
02-Jul-98 23:00:00 7.69 13.84 16.91 
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Figure 3. 7 Time series data missing in one day period 
After applying the filling method, a function to reflect the wind speed in mi/hr versus 
time is v(t) = 3.34784e - 05t3 - 0.00672408t2 + 0.372358t + 7. 73466. The fitted curve 
shows in Fig. 3.8. 
3.2.2.3 Correlation Analysis 
In the statistical analysis, correlation denotes a numerical measure of the closeness 
of agreement between two or more variab!es. A correlation coefficient is a pure num-
ber whose value lies between +1 (perfect, positive correlation) and -1 (perfect, negative 
correlation) . In this study, the wind speed correlation between different towers of mea-
surement are evaluated. We use the correlation coefficient to describe how a fluctuation 
in the wind speed measured at one position correspond or correlate with fluctuations in 
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Figure 3.8 Time series regression 
speed at another position. The correlation coefficient r is defined as [2] 
I::~1 ( Ua i - ua)( U bi - Ub) 
r=------- - ----
,,n ( . _ ) '\' n ( . , ) 
L.., i =l \ U a, Ua L..,i=I Ub, - Ub 
(3.14 ) 
where u a is the long-term average speed at site a, Ub is the long term average speed at 
site b, Ua i is the observed monthly or yearly mean at site a , Ubi is the observed monthly 
or yearly mean at site b , and n is the number of months or years being examined [2]. 
The current thrust in this project has been directed towards defining the wind flow 
for the three sites in Estherville (Emmet, Peyton and Park). Estherville has the highest 
average wind speed compared to other sjtes. It is chosen because it has mildly sloping 
terrain with three monitoring sites of a half mile apart and 50 foot different elevations 
from south to north. Fig. 3.9 gives the relative position of the three towers. 
We expect high correlation of wind speeds between these sites, based on the similar 
wind regime, climate and topography. An autocorrelation analysis has been conducted 
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Figure 3.9 Wind flow at three sites in Estherville 
on these three towers in order to estimate the mISsmg data of candidate sites from 
reference sites. Uai and Ubi are the quarterly average wind speed of any two sits in 
Estherville. By assuming that wind speed are linearly related between any two sites, we 
plotted each quarterly average wind speed at a site versus the corresponding speed at 
site b. A least-squares fit to the data is calculated using linear regression method. The 
linear function through the points is 
Vbi = a + b * Ua i (3.15) 
where the quarterly average wind speed at candidate site Ubi is calculated from quarterly 
average wind speed at reference site Uai· The quarterly average wind speeds at 165 ft 
for Emmet, Peyton and Park are given in Table 3.8. By following the same procedure in 
the previous section of least square polynomial regression, a and b can be solved from 
{ na + b Li=I Uai = Li=I Ubi 
a Li=I Ua i + b Li=l U~i = Li=I Uai Ubi 
(3.16) 
A plot of Emmet wind speeds versus Peyton speeds is given in Fig. 3.10, and similar 
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Table 3.8 Quarterly average wind speed (mi/hr) 
in Estherville at 165 ft ( 50m) 
Quarter Emmet Peyton Park 
Fall 98 14.3708 14.0573 13.7906 
Winter 98 19.4064 18.0485 16.629 
Spring 99 19.5842 17.9516 17.0853 
Summer 99 19.5484 18.1365 16.9335 
Fall 99 16.2638 14.9577 14.4098 
-winter 99 19.3767 17.954 16.9917 
Table 3.9 Correlation coefficients of speed be-
tween sites in Estherville 
Levell ( 33ft) Level2 ( 108ft) Level3 ( 165ft) 
Emmet-Peyton 0.99541 0.909103 0.992225 
Emmet-Park 0.991074 0.970047 0.986529 
Park-Peyton 0.984958 0.878742 0.992 
plots for Estherville versus Park, and Park versus Peyton are given in Fig. 3.11 and 
Fig. 3.12. The equation of the straight line through the points in Fig. 3.10 is llbi = 
2.06505 + 0.817273uai with r=0.992225. The corresponding equation for Fig. 3.11 is 
llbi = -2.94142 + 1.23909uai with r=0.986529 . And the equation for Fig. 3.12 is 
Ubi = -2.94142 + 1.23909uai with r=0.992. As can be seen from the figures and the 
correlation coefficients in Table 3.9 that wind speeds are well related between wind sites 
in Estherville so that wind speeds can be estimated from one site to the other. 
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Figure 3.10 Quarterly average wind speeds (mi/hr) at Emmet versus Pey-
ton: UPeyton = 2.06505 + 0.817273UEmmet 
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Figure 3.11 Quarterly average wind speeds (mi/hr) at Emmet versus Park: 
UPark = -2.94124 + l.23909UEmmet 
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Figure 3.12 Quarterly average wind speeds (mi/hr) at Park versus Peyton: 
UPeyton = -2.94142 + l.23909uPark 
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4 WIND ENERGY ANALYSIS 
After a complete wind resource analysis has been obtained, wind energy potential of a 
site can be calculated. The energy output determines how good a site is for wind energy 
development and dictates the resource-cost economics of wind electricity generation. In 
order to find out how much energy the wind turbine produces , first we need to know the 
frequency of velocity distributions. 
4.1 Wind Energy 
Energy is the amount of work a system is capable of performing. It can't be created, 
consumed or destroyed, however, it can be converted or transfered from one form to the 
other: The kinetic energy of moving air molecules can be converted to rotational energy 
by the wind turbine rotors, which in turn can be converted to electrical energy by the 
generator. Wind turbine performance is measured in terms of the amount of electri~al 
energy that can be converted from the kinetic energy of the wind. The energy is usually 
measured in terms of kilowatt hours (kwh) or megawatt hours (mwh) during a certain 
period of time, e.g. an hour. 
Power is measured in watt (w), kilowatt (kw), megawatt (mw) , etc. Power is mea-
sured at any point in time, whereas energy is measured during a period of time, e.g. ten 
minutes, an hour, or a year. The power generated depends on the wind speed, air density 
and rotor area ( air swept by the blades). Wind speed is important for the amount of 
energy converted by a wind turbine: the amount of energy varies with the third power 
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of the wind speed. That means, if the wind speed is twice , it produces eight times as 
much energy. 
4.1.1 Wind Turbine Characteristics 
Wind turbines are designed to extract the wind's kinetic energy and convert this to 
electricity. Different turbines have different characteristics. The aerodynamic parameter 
of interest is the power curve besides other parameters. The characteristics related to 
wind energy conversion are as follows: 
\ • Cut-in wind speed: Wind turbines are designed to start running at a wind speed 
which is called the cut-in wind speed. 
• Cut-out wind speed: Wind turbines will shut down at high wind speeds above, a 
threshold value in order to avoid damaging the generator or its surroundings. The 
threshold wind speed is called the cut-out wind speed. 
• Rotor Diameter: It determines the rotor swept area, exposed to the wind. 
• Power Coefficient: The power coefficient indicates the efficiency of a machine and 
is defined by 
C _ Poutput 
p - 1 
2 * P * v3 * A 
( 4.1) 
where Poutput is the power generated by the rotor, pis the density of the air, v is 
the upstream velocity and A is the rotor swept area. A sample turbine with Gp 
vs. wind speed (m/s) profile, is given in table 4.1. This turbine has 3 m/s cut-in 
wind speed and 25 m/s cut-out wind speed. 
Lagrange interpolation is used to get the intermediate values from the given Gp 
vs. wind speed profile. So, for any wind speed value between cut-in and cut-out 
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Table 4.1 Gp vs. wind speed profile 
l Wind Speed (m/s) Cp 
1 3.0 0.0 
2 3.5 0.099762 
3 4.0 0.200498 
4 5.0 0.378682 
5 6.0 0.419807 
6 7.0 0.436457 
7 8.0 0.458917 
8 9.0 0.447873 
9 10.0 0.422880 
10 11.0 0.387773 
11 12.0 0.338288 
12 13.0 0.282426 
13 14.0 0.233816 
14 15.0 0.190101 
15 16.0 0.156639 
16 17.0 0.130591 
17 18.0 0.110012 
18 19.0 0.093540 
19 20.0 0.080199 
20 21.0 0.069279 
21 22.0 0.060255 
22 23.0 0.052732 
23 24.0 0.046411 
24 25.0 0.041062 
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speed, a Cp value is obtained from which energy generated can be computed. Fig. 
4.1 shows the power coefficient curve from the profile. As we can see, the efficiency 
of the turbine reaches it's maximum, a wind speed around 9 m/s, and decreases 
as wind speed decreases above this point. 
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Figure 4.1 Power coefficient curve 
• Power Curve: Power curve specifies the power output of the wind turbine versus 
wind speed. The power curve for a turbine which has 27 meters diameter blade 
and power coefficient curve as the above is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
As can be seen, cut-in wind speed is the wind speed at which a turbine starts to 
produce wind power. The output increases before wind speed reaches the rated 
speed at which the rated power is produced (225 kw). The turbine stops producing 
power at the cut-out wind speed. The rated power is called generator size. 
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Figure 4.2 Power curve 
The above turbine was used as the default turbine for wind power calculations. Users 
can however, change all of this information by creating their turbines specified by a power 
coefficient curve. 
4 .2 Bin Analysis 
Frequency distribution of wind speeds lend themselves to many aspects of wind tur-
bine design and selection. Knowing the number of observations in each wind speed range 
(bin) is very helpful to determine the optimum rated wind speed and the corresponding 
energy output. 
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4.2.1 Bin Analysis 
• Showing distributions of wind speed frequency for a certain time of period, in-
dicates what range of wind speed happens most frequently or what range rarely 
happens. The general wind speed range in Iowa is from 0 to 50 mile per hour 
with bin sizes from 1 to 10 mile per hour. Wind speed values are assigned a finite 
number of equally sized bins depending on their values and get the bin counts by 
the total number of occurrences. 
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Figure 4.3 Wind Speed-frequency curves of winter 1999 
In Fig. 4.3, the curves show the number of ten minute occurrences in the winter of 
1999 for all the wind speed. The summation of the number of ten minutes at each 
wind speed over all the wind-speed intervals is the total number of ten minutes 
in the season. By comparison, we can see that the site Sibley has more strong 
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winds than the site Cedar. At the site Cedar the wind speed of 16 mi/hr is seen 
to occur 796 ten minute periods (132.67 hours) which is the most frequent speed 
of the season. This actually means that we would expect wind speeds between 15 
and 16 mi/hr for 796 ten minutes periods during the season. 
• In this research, a web based application is developed for online database query and 
bin analysis. This is a very convenient way so that a user can make arbitrary and 
dynamic bin query of wind speed on the Internet. The data submitted from the 
client side includes site and arbitrary month to month and year to year time period 
selections, in addition to bin size and unit selections. Data analysis is done on the 
server side, and the resulting web page based on the data requested are generated 
using servlet program running on Java web server (JRun 3.0). Communications of 
passing query information and returning the results between client side and server 
side are established using Microsoft personal web server. 
• The program allows user to create a new turbine or use a default turbine. The 
wind energy generated in each bin for the turbine is presented. 
4.2.2 Wind Speed Bin Analysis 
On the index of the web site http://www.public. iastate. edu/~winden, there is a link 
named "Bin Analysis", which directs to the "Online Bin Query". 
4.2.2.1 Wind Data Query 
Each query is for a specific site for which the data base exists. (see Fig. 4.4). 
There are eight choices for each query. Initially, all choices are set to null. Non-
empty selections for all choices are required for the bin query. Otherwise, by clicking 
the submit button pops up an error message. 
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Figure 4.4 Bin analysis 
• Site: Select the site to do the calculation by using the pull down menu choices. 
With any specific "Site" selected, only the available choices of the time period for 
the site are allowed. 
• Anemometer Heights: Wind data are measured at three different heights (33ft/10m, 
108ft/33m, 165ft/50m) on each site. Select any one of the heights by using pull 
down choice menu. 
• Unit: Select English or Metric for wind speed. English measurements allows user to 
calculate in miles per hour (mi/hr) or feet per second (ft/s). Metric measurements 
allows the user to calculate in kilometer per hour (km/hr) or meters per second 
(m/s). 
• Bin Size: The bin size are from 1 to 9 with the unit selected as the above. Select 
one of them for calculations. 
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• Time Period: Select the period of time from one month of a year to another 
month of another year when computations are required. The beginning time must 
be earlier than or at the same as the ending time. Also clicking the "Reset" button 
will clear all the selections to empty. 
• Display Wind Speed Frequency Distribution: Clicking the "Speed Distribution" 
button returns a graphical bar chart and a table listing the frequency of ten minutes 
in the selected period for each wind speed (see Fig. 4.5). The table is useful for 
computing wind energy distribution. 
4.2.2.2 Energy Production 
To calculate the wind energy generation of a turbine, the turbine type should be 
selected first. Next to the wind speed distribution button is the button labeled "Energy 
Distribution". On clicking the button, the turbine generation page will be shown see 
Fig. 4.6. 
A created turbine can be selected from the created turbine list, then by clicking the 
"get" button to get the wind energy distribution. Or a new turbine can be created and 
added to the created turbine list by selecting a turbine from the new turbine type list 
and by clicking the "create" button. The new turbine generation page will be shown in 
a new window which includes the following information: 
• Rotor Diameter: Input the rotor diameter value with English (ft) or Metric (meter) 
scale. 
• Cut-in, Cut-out Wind Speed: Input the cut-in and cut-out wind speed value with 
units of English (ft/s, mi/hr) or Metric scale (m/s). 
• Cp vs. Wind Speed Profile: Input thirty or less Cp vs. wind speed pairs of values. 
Wind speeds will have the same scale as cut-in and cut-out wind speed. Fig. 4. 7 
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shows a sample turbine. 
• Save Turbine Information: Clicking the "save" button below the window, a dy-
namic web page returns to confirm the input information. The new turbine infor-
mation is saved onto a file temporarily with the sa.me name of the turb ine type 
that has been selected for further analysis (see Fig. 4.8) . 
• \Vind Energy Calculation: After creation of a turbine, go back to the "Online Bin 
Query" page. Clicking the "Submit" button at the bottom of the page will pass 
the parameters submitted to the server side and do the wind energy calculation of 
the selected time period with the newly created turbine. \i\Tind energy is calculated 
by accumulating the wind power generated at every wind speed in the bin during 
the selected time period. 
Data Slicing: Each file in database represents one site data distinguished from 
each other by using the site name as filename. The primary key for searching 
the beginning and ending time record are years and months in the format of 
"XXX-XX" such as Jan-98, Jul-97. Data records are retrieved one by one: 
the first retrieved is the first ten minute record of the specific beginning month 
and year. The last retrieved is the last ten minute record of ending month 
and year. In each record, only the wind speed on the column specified by the 
"Anemometer Heights" parameter is selected . 
Power Coefficient: Get the Power coefficient of the read wind speed by inter-
polating given data points in Gp vs . wind speed profile. The advantage of 
Lagrange interpolation is that the method does not need evenly spaced values 
of wind speed in the profile. Also the unit of the read wind speeds from the 
data base is (mi/hr), which needs to be converted to the same unit as the 
wind speed in the profile. 
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Energy Calculation: From the bin distribution and power curve for the wind 
turbine, a good estimation of energy generation can be calculated. let n indi-
cate how many ten minute observations are present in a range of wind speed 
(a bin). Wind power generation of every ten minutes average wind speed in 
the bin is denoted by Pi (Watts). For each bin, the corresponding power of 
the wind turbine (600 Zf= 1 Pi), considered divided by 3600 seconds/hour is 
the energy (kwh) for that bin, where n is the number of ten minutes data 
considered. 
Result: The data processing on server side will take some time, depending on 
the search and computation t ime related to the size of the data file and period 
of data to be retrieved. If the t ime selection is appropriate, and the compu-
tation is done, the result is shown in a dynamically generated HTML page 
which includes bin table and bin chart distribution. First the the resulting bin 
table is listed in the index along with bin frequency, wind energy generation 
for each bin and the total energy generation (kwh). The two graphs illustrate 
the wind speed frequency distribution and energy bin distribution. The user 
can use the "Back" button to return to the previous page and proceed with 
new queries. The query result based on the above query in the previous sec-
tion is shown in Fig. 4.9. And the cost analysis based on the wind energy 
generation is described in the next section. 
4.3 Resource-cost Analysis 
In addition to wind speed, there are economic considerations in choosing a wind 
farm site. The bin analysis program also can be utilized as a resource-cost analysis 
program. The user will be allowed to choose a unit price of wind energy to obtain the 
cost of total energy production during the period . While the total amount paid can 
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be calculated from the capital, APR and the number of years to repay the loan. The 
monthly payment(R) is given by 
R = capital 
[1 - (l;i)" ]/i (4.2) 
where i = AP R/12 , n is the number of months in the given period. 
A sample cost analysis is shown in Fig. 4.10 for the same period as shown in Fig. 
4.9. The cost analysis result is shown in Fig. 4.11. 
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Figure 4.5 Speed distribution 
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Figure 4.6 Turbine type selection 
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Figure 4. 7 Wind turbine characteristics 
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Figure 4.9 Energy distribution 
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Figure 4.1 0 Cost analysis 
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$_'. Cos:t analysis result - Netscape ll!ll!J EJ 
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Figure 4.11 Cost analysis result 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5 .1 R esults 
Variations of wind speed with height, location and time series for several years have 
been presented. From the presented results, the following conclusions can be drawn. 
• Sites Estherville, Sibley and other sites located in the northwest have outstanding 
wind resource in Iowa. 
• The magnitude of wind speed during winter and sprmg 1s higher than during 
summer and fall. 
• The value of power law exponent is a function of average wind speed, standard 
deviation and correlation coefficient between the two time series on a tower. 
The result from the comparisons of the raw data and quality controlled data was that 
the quality controlled data at all sites has been obtained for a 90 percent recovery rate . 
Wind data database was updated with the new quality controlled wind speed for further 
applications . The quality controlled data as well as the raw data can be obtained from 
the web. Also they are available for online wind energy computations. This study 
provided updated wind speed contour maps of quarterly average wind speeds using the 
new quality controlled data from 13 anemometers at 165 feet on all the towers . Wind 
speed contour maps for the processed data are generated and displayed in Appendix 2. 
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Table 5.1 Iowa wind site information 
Name Percent of recovered data 
Algona 100 
Alta 96.27 
Arlington 100 
Cedar 91.6 
Estherville 100 
Forest City 100 
Inwood 96.47 
Muscatine 100 
Radcliffe 94.28 
RedOak 100 
Sibley 100 
Sutherland 100 
Turin 96.27 
5.2 Limitations 
• Three years of wind data are usually considered adequate wind data required for 
wind power plant design. The data sets with one to two years length used for wind 
data analysis may have some influence on our results. However, by making the 
assumption that wind pattern do not change much from year to year, predictions 
can be made. 
5.3 Recommendation for Further Studies 
The following recommendations are appropriated: 
• Complete the resource assessment for the Midwest region followed by the US. The 
wind data collection, evaluation and maintenance should continue and a common 
data base has to be established. 
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• Conduct a thorough economic assessment of wind power integration. Wind data 
collected in this effort should be used to perform a detailed economic evaluation 
of wind power in the region. Prior to the availability of such data, any economic 
predictions are at best speculative. 
• Conduct wind forecasting for the purpose of wind energy production. 
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APPENDIX A SITE INFORMATION 
Site Name 
A.1;:ona 
Type ofTower 
50-irierer Tilh1p Towe,· 
Data Field for l Q.min (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
fi:~No-~ •.• \; •.•..•.. ·~··· •···•··· l · -f ; . ~o ~1~ •.. ;2 ---·~3 -~4-- j~-.~5~··.~--"-·";:~1\6~~~~~'"-::~~~ ==1 
~~-~~~-r -i_~v~ -- ~n:l· ·- ~_y? __ .. :~:>.- ....... Y··~~----- ~D .. t,vo :~ __ :Ava ' :~ ........... [Avo _ ;~~-. jAvo STD 
(Type _ :!>,nem 1Anm jA.nem jAnem iAnem IAnem iA~em jAnem DirVtne ~lfU! [rnrvan.e ;pi:rvane [tOOSTempProbe )OOSTempProbe 
i_~caI: -! i.708333 - il.10m3 j~--~ ... -=l!-~~3? ·1 ,_:_108m !I.708333 !1_.708333 \t.?08333 !1.cxm :: ,_~ _ •flriiii=::::7~-:0-28673 i0 .28675 
!Offset ~-o !O.o (l_o io.o iCw IJ.o p.o n:o-- p.o )JO )-62.0 ~-2~.0-----I 
~ niti; . . ___ jmp~- . -~ ph . ~ph ,imph .. .-lznph -- ~h )mp~- ;~b__ __ ?~!!~'!_ ~ egret! pegreu F [Degreu F 
:~ :~:m· ~:m ~:: c:~:: :~: !~:. [:~:. ~~:_;~on; ~v~, ~FT ~::T,mp . 
Figure A.l Algona 
Site Name 
Alta 
Type ofTower 
~mf'ter Tiltup T cm--er 
Data Field for l O•min (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
ti;~No ~ 1; ···~···-- --~ h f; ··· ~0 - f!! [;~ -··l? F~~ r~7 [12 -·-·112----·I 
~ ;~vCl . ~ . Eva ~ [~vCl !STD [AVG ~ [AVO .~ __ [A_vo_ . t5TD J~~o ~ l~•o [SID 
~:: .. . r:3 !;::33[;::J:3[;::TI t::J:m :;:3 :~,;3 r:n ~t~~• ~~• ~:::mp ~:;j•mp Prob, 
[Offset ~.o .. p:o · p.o p.o . ~.o p.o · -~J.O io.o (l.O ~lo ,p.o -~.o :~~-0 j-62.0 ~62 .0 
[t!ruts ____  . ~h- ~h :[mph __ - _"[mph ;fl'lPh FfJh _ !mph imPh ~h [fflP'h _ !°•~ee_',}l)egree_,_JO_egr~!• \o!.~_•!_' [J:')egreuF . [DegreuF - . 
[Height fl)FT -~FT ~ /108FT :l t65FT j165FT ft65FT :I65FT ;165FT ~165FT [t08FT !108FT lt65FJ' \16.'lFT l20FT !2)FT 
[Pes_~'P ........ -. ~~~ ..... !'~.'.ffl.:.J~!~----~~--~- i~ -~- ·tn•rn ·[An,rn iAne~ [Anem .. -- ~nern ~-~~• Dir!~~-~ Vane_~~• jtOOS_Te~ !tOOSTemp 
Figure A.2 Alta 
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Site Name 
.-\.rlinf!on 
Type of Tower 
100-m Conumuric-atiou Tower 
iColumn A 
[Sensor No. !1- · 
!Parameter 'AVG 
ffype 
!Scale 
iOffset 
!Units 
!Height 
!Descrp 
Site Name 
Cedar 
5 
STD 
Type ofTower 
.. . 16-
:2 
50-m.etPl' Iiltup Tow•r 
Data Field for l0-rnin (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
;s ;9 :10 ;11 12 :13 T.i - '15 
i3 --·----~-~-··:4··-·---- :4-·-----·- j- ----:5 ·---·~ ---·------~ --- j8 :g 
. '~o ···-··;;:~~---····· ~o ~· [Ava ··· ·:s-ro · AYG STo '' ;Ava· ··sro --··-[.:·vo•···- 'STD 
Figure A.3 Arlington 
Data Field for 10-rnin (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
/12 
'AVG 
'12 
STD 
[Colwnn L4 [5 :6 r ...... is [9 ,llll . [11 [12 [13 .. H4 [15 h6 \17 
'.sensorN? / ii ~- -.... -,!2 ___ _____ !~------ _______ :e __________ ;~_ ··--- -----·~ ________ f7 _ _____ __ ? ______ __ . . :~ __ __ _____ :i _____ -___ !1_2 ___________ ___ i c1~2~~=~~ 
\Parameter t,vo STD . 'iAVG srn- fAVo STD !AVG :~D ~AVO ~ '.AVG ' $TO . -·iAVG . . ' t5TD 
[:: - Anem :''nem -•- --- . \f~t~ !t::;f~ ~'"' r~t;;OC:t :ti;;;'I!:r~rnb; ~=5•;.pP,ob, 
: :1 ::h t:h th ~h ::h ·. :h --- -•E: . th _ :~;,., t; .. _;;gr,,,_;~g,~'.'_ :::;.O., ~:;.,., 
\Height 
'Descrp 
'f33 FT '33FT )08FT )08FT )t6SFT ) 65FT jl65FT ll65FT !I08FT !108FT 165FT il65FT ! ~20~FT=~-~-•120~ FT~~~~ 
(Anem IAnem [Anem iAnem -~nem !Anem !Anem IAnem !Du-Vuie ~Vane iDir!Jane iDU'Yane i! OOSTemp )JOOS Temp 
Figure A.4 Cedar 
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Site Name 
hm-1>od 
T:n)e ofTower 
50-metet· Tiln11, Tower 
Data Field for 10-rrun (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
c~i;;;;;;;----,4---:s------:6-----5- - -- :s ----r-f ---- io _____ 11--:-i-2-- 1-3 _____ ·-14- -:1s ____ ,-16------:-17 ____ _ 
·sensor N o. ;, :l - [2 -- - i . J . -- 13 . . - :4 - ---- i4 -- - -- j - !1 . :8 
-. 
;r,,2=~-=~,12 
,------·-----· '.----·, --------=·--·-·· :.------·-- --- - - • . ' : ' : . : . C--------
!Parameter !AVG STD !AVG :s-ro 'AVG STD 'AYG '!STD 
tT~e --- --- -- - -A~-~~ --- ·'~~~~-- '!A~:~ -- ;A~:~-- - ·;~~~m \ o\~e~ ---;An:m --;A·~:~ ---- ;o,;y~~ ;~ .. ~-~: ·;~~~e ·10~-;~e -;~IOOS~ T~,~m~p~P,~,b~,~ iwos Temp Probe 
:~_:_~_: _________ __,! ,.~ ___ :j·.~ :1,_:.?.~?3~ _ ::,-~~~ -::_1 ~~:F~ nl\~ 70833~-r~100333--:i~--- icim----:i:~ -:-··~~(ID)--'.-o_-2U-7_5 _____ (1 __ 28_6_75 ___ _ 
!Offset o.o D.O ;O.o D.O p.o 0,0 0 ,0 00 00 00 ;o.o 1-62 .0 ~620 
iUruts iifflph 1mph imph ·!mph ·mph !mph -mph ,mph ·Degree$ !Degrees :Degrees jDegreu ~iD_•g,~•'.=•~F==c,l~D•~"-'-"_F~--
iHe~·--· .. ···:DF'T·- .. ~ FT ··--- .:1•8FT ·i108f'T. 't65F'T- h 65FT a63~ ;165FT i108~ . 1l08FT )163FT !165FT f20FT ~FT 
J?.;~q,---~'.~em - :Anem ' [Ane~ [An~m . iAnem _ ·iAnem \Anem . ;Anem ~[}irv~e ;r>v_yene f~Y-~! !DUYai1eJ-1oos-.... __ - T-,-mp---,fl_OOS_ T_,m_p __ _ 
Figure A.5 Inwood 
Site Name 
I\lusc::arine 
Type ofTowe1 
50-in~tei· Tiltup I OWH 
Data Field for 10-rnin (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
olumn ~ ___ !5 __ L f7 ___ J8 C-fio_ [11 __ [12 - '13 _ il4 J15 •1_6 _ 11=_7_=_ =~=~ 
_ No. !l i1 p !l j3 p ~ ~ r ;, ;• ---,~ )2 - µ2 
tl'aranieter J AYG isro [AVG ~TD , JAYG , isrD fAYG_ ~D jAYG STD iAYG ~D , ) AYG ,,,,, ,,,,, FD -
~:: -r;;3-~;3t~3-~;3J;;3 r.;~~;3 :~;;.:3 f~on• ::on•-r~,n,:~~on• ~;:;;mpP.ob• ~:;j•~P,~b, i 
!Offset ~o ~o ~o · ~o · ~o ~o ~o ~o ~o ~-o -- p.o M cm ~ 20 -- - 1 
~:,, --.- gJ; ~~ ['~~ I;;~ :;;;~ --.--~ ~~ -- -~;,.--ti~:;" :;~~;, :;:5~•• ~:5:;•• J~:;"•F r: =; ~•="~F===1 
!Descrp IAnem ,jAnem ·~ne~ .iAn~m :fAnem ]Anem jAnem ~ ~ane puYan~--.J~~-~~-j~~~~~-J'-~ .Temp !IcmTemp 
Figure A.6 Muscatine 
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Site Name 
R•d Oak 
Type of Tower 
328' C'o11umullr.1tiou Towe-r 
Data F.cld for I 0-rrun (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
~c,;-~ ~ 5 [6 . '7 !8 ---,9 __ :i_o ___ 11---~l13--[14 . ;15 . 116 :n 
iSensorNo .. :t '1 · -- -- \2 ·· 12 ]3 ·;3 4 4 -.-15 :5 j7 - · ;7 ~- - ~ ~---- ·---------·-!12 112 
~~" SJ2.tSSi:}::.::J:n~~r:J::.~·~Si~:.-. ::,-···· 
!Offset U o ~-o ··-- p.o -------:~:_o -····--- ~-o ··-·-· ~-o _ _ ~ o ___ ;o.o _____ ~-O :~.o _ p.o }·o ___ f ·o ______ P:O ____ _r-62 .0 ___________ !-62.o _______ i 
!Units 'mph mph jmph j mph __ _ jmph ~h _ .mp~ __ ;mph _:mph __ _ ·[mph ______ iDegru __ ~ jD_esi:t!_s_;l~egrees iDegr_ee5 iDegrees_F j De_greuF __ __ . 
::~~ -;~::m . i~:m I~~= :~:: :::~: . ::: ::: ::: [::: ::: :~ ... :;~ ... ~~ ... :~ ... r:.:T,mp ~:;Tomp 
Figure A.7 Redoak 
Site Name 
Sible,~· 
Type ofTower 
328' C' o1rumm.ic ation Town 
Data Field for I 0-min (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
;Column A ;5 .. [6 ? [8 19 .: 10 _ DI _ !12 [ 13 J 14 _ [15 [16 1 7 
iSen~or No :!1 "i i" - p i2 :3 :!3 !4 J4 :~ 1, f7 ·7 ~ ~ j12 ~12 [:~ ~=-~r2~P~~mP?~~=[:tl=~=~;,~~.=~-
iUruts \mpb !mph jmph :mph tmph ··mph !mph ;mph ~h tmph [Dtg:ru, :1)egreu jOegre:u [Degrees !D•greu F pegr,u F h;:: -~=- ~:~ :~~= {:: ::~:: ;:: :!: ::~: •-- ~= J:!: ~-7.,;~:7;,,,J:7.,;;~;.,;;f:;T,mp ~~r-;;;---
Figure A.8 Sibley 
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S1te Nnme 
Estltnvillt> 
Type ofTower 
:-0-trtete,r Tilhtp Tower 
Data Field for I 0-m,n (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
\Column 4 5 i6 '7 - '8 9 JO 11 112 :13 14 15 --;16 ____ ----
=Se~,s~;N~' :,·- ----,--------- ;;2,··-··--·::t ····.·cc·.: ' -- :i ··--·-----•-------· 4·---7--· .. ·· ;:,----- ~ j8 ~.12----~,!1~2~-~~~ i17 
-•·•••---• ··· --·••_':,--- ·:----•-••.,-•·•--•--·-···,:.-.•---•- - r - --- •-•·-------•- ~--•--- • -----
"Parameter iAVG $TD !AVG STD :AVG :STD !AVG STD AVG "STD !AVG !STD '. AVG STD 
------ -----: ----··--' --·-··-··---·:---·····-·-·-·-' -··---·- ~~--~ ~~~~-~ 
Type !Anem 'Anem iAnem !A n em Anem :Anern Anem ·Anem :Du Vane '.DtrVane :Du Vane pu Vane JOOS Temp Probe iIOOS Temp Probe 
=Seal~ ·: ,.70&333 \ :70&333 !l.708333 :il.708333 :1 708333 J 708333 ,,.-708331-tmiii3 :llim--·· ri-~oo:io··-;1ocm-·-;1"iii:.O"'-·,o.mn p .28675 
~•••-•·"•-"· c.- · .L .. . ... <·_._ ... ·-•·,,.·· ·-·· :,_ ........ ·· ·.' . ·• ,_._,_: -•·- .... ·.· ......... ;, ····,··· ... '·········-·, __ : .. ,-..... · .. -_.._.:·, .. -•····· · ·· --~-~-
\ 62.0 Offset 
Uruts 
Height 
0 .0 
Site Name 
Fore~t City 
Type ofTower 
-00 !JO 
328' Co1ron1uUc arion Tower 
p.o ~ .O 00 0.0 0 .0 :0.0 :O .o po i-62 .0 
!ffl~ ~~ ifflPh ~h '11\ph ,Degrees ]Degrees ;Degrees !Degre es !Degrees F \Degrees F 
. i108FT .. '-ii65rr- / i6.s·FT ' 165FT .. 1.6.srr·· ·;· i108FT . ·; !10'6Ff l16jfT' . i165Fr ··:20FT' . . !20FT 
'-------
Figure A.9 Estherville 
Data Field for 10-min (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
Column 4 __ 5 !6 t _ j 8 _ [2 _ (10 _ :1] _ '1?._ '13 ..... !J4 \15 [i'6 ... fj7 __ _ 
SensorNo '1 _  ,1 Ji ? iJ p . -~ :•.. ! :, _ j7 _ ? _  ~ i _ 'i1,----,t12 ___ _ 
~:7•Ur ::~m-em t~m r:.m :::~m-- ~- -t: -1:om -c: -[:m -~: .. ,:~ .. ,~: .. ,: .. ,~::- ~~T,mpProbo 
iScale fl 708333) 708333 (t .7~3,i_t _.~ __\1.7°.8333 [1 708333 ,1 708~ ]1:7083J3 ) :~ fl.70&333 j1_:~ .. \I.~ . j1.~ _ ti OCOO 1') .2867.5 ,r0.~286~7~'~~-
0ffset '°o po - ioo po po ilo o.o ~.o - -0 .0 ,o.o po -00 -- ~o p.o ~2.0 ,-620 
:::, -:; --:;-~~ :~-:;:Zr ~~ ~~~ !;~~ ::;~ :7;;~ i~~~"t~~-•~~"~6;~••-:~"'F . ,:-~-,-,-,F--
-~,:~=~-.. ;~n~ ... 1~.tl.~~-.... [A:nein_ .. ·:J~tl.~.~- JA:fl~_m. :[~flem .\A:.tlem .. \~em .0tl~~ ._. ... t-.fl~~ .. -... ·l~~.~~·p~ .. ~~e !.r:i:u-!~e~.~&11.~[~~ .. !e~ [l_~~emp 
Figure A.10 Forest City 
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Site Name 
Tmlll 
Type of Tower 
31S' Co1ru:nunicarion Towf'J 
Data Field for 10-rrun (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
,_Column ~ ·5 i6 ... 7 !8 i9 i!O iJ I !12 . B 14 i!5 '16 . in 
iSens-~rN~.ii ---- !1 12 i2 ·;-----·· [J ---~-------~----··-;5 --. - · ----- ~- ' \ - -- i----- :z---··-·--··112 12 
'STD J>~~~t~;-··1AVG STo !AVG [STD - ·:Avo--:sr-o--iA-YG Sfo -;AVo sr~ ·Avo·----sro·---,Avo··---sro !AVG 
~ype r~n,·; -~A~em i~~em - ··::~nem - --i~~em ·.i~nem-:~nem iAnem "l,,nem :Ane~ -- ioitV:,:buv-~,;~irV&m i0u-V~e-1~:-~hmp JOOS Temp Probe 
:s~a1~ ... '' ... ' ·- t1·_;~33·1·i1.;00333 !1.~3~-:1-~33:;1:708333·i;:"108m·, ,.7U8333 ,1:~ )33 i, ~~n) i1 ·ros333· !1_om··-·- -·:i.~~--- ··;·i·:~ ·-,: i; :0000 ' ' :o.28675 0 .28615 
!Offset . ~ ~.o . ~-0 - ~ -0 . ' (1.0 ·:o.o ~a ll.0 - l(J.Q ~ -• ~ -0 ~ -0 b.o ~.O !--6-2.0 ___ ;~io-··-·-·-·--·--tu~~~ -- -········i~p-~ .... ;~~~···· ···:::~~·, .. , im;~···. -i~~~ ·········~;~··· -· ;~h .· ... ;ph --i;;h -- imp~ -- p:gr;;s· :p~~ees .. \~-egree~ '!Degrees !~D_,.,_,_•_• F __ '~.D_,.,_,_'_' F __ 
::~~ ·. ~:" -::~ t:;: t:: t: ::::: ~!:: ·. E::~}T.: -E~:: {f:::.~:~t:~~~?~~-r:m. t~~"~·-··-
Figure A.11 Turin 
Site Name 
Sutlte-rland 
Type ofTower 
50-met"r Tilrup Tower 
Data Field for IQ.min (raw & QCed) and Hourly (raw) 
:~:~No t · t f - ·} !;-:· ~····· ~fl -~2 ··~3-· 
!Parameter iAVG ;STD :AVG ism ·:AVG iiir,!AvG ~D ~AVG ~ 
, .................. _., ..... " ... , .. ' ...... :-- .. --. ··- ·--:·-- ....... ·-··<······--·-··- ·---- ~ ------···••·-- ....... · .. _ ... , __ . ··.· ... ·:'· 
Type jAnem Anem !Anem tAnem :Anem jAnem iAnem •Anem 
'..~.c~·e··· -·· .. 1.:~ fi:7os33J L1.~n jl'.~ .33~ (~-708333j l 70m3 .!17')8m .1  70m3 1.00J 1l1DJ · ii .(O) ,[1.00J lo.28675 ,.P·~2l!6_7_5 ___ _ 
'Offset ~ .O -0.0 1).0 oo iO.O iO.O po 00 o.o ll.O i0 .0 iJ.o !-62.0 j.62.0 
!~.nits .. .. ... FPh ..... ~~ .... ·[~h_ ...... ~~····· ·~ ·~········ ·~h ........ ~~.· ...... [,uph. ··:~egree1 ·n.ew.~e! . .:iDegrtes ·r!:)egn ~~ lDegre,,F Degr- .. -. -F---
:~ei!!lit_ _ _.:::3~-- '33~. } 08FT !108~ ;16~ _il65FT il65FT . il651'T il08FT - ~08FT . i~65Fr.. [l65FT yon . ,21JFT . . 
~)D_e_sc_rp ___ lA_n_,m_:Anem :Anem •~ nem :lAnem !Anem Anem \Anem !DirVane !Du-Vane Pit"Vane iDtrVane jIOOSTemp itOOS Temp 
Figure A.12 Sutherland 
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APPENDIX B WIND SPEED CONTOUR MAPS 
~ F;IJ_gg ' , 
05~,6 . 
06-7 
07-8 
oa-~ 
0 "9-10 ( O 10-11 
i ·,OJ1.• 12 I O 12 -13 •· ~ 13 -14 . 
. D 14-15 
1 D 15 -10 
I - 16-17 
-17-18 
Mat 18 -19 
u 19 -20 , 
LJ 20-21 
o 21-22 
022-23 J 
0 23 -24 
o 24.25 
I..:_ O No Data 
Figure B.l Wind speed (mi/hr) contour maps in fall 1999 
Y-f 'Smnmer_99 
CJ5.•6 
• 6-1 
CJ7-8 
'"CJ ,8- .9 
C]JJ-10 
.. CJ 10~' H 
CJ 11 ~ .. 11 
CJ 12 • 13 , 
" I >•1 1 n -14 . . ;• .14 ~·15 
k• 11s • 16 
. IBJ 16- '17 
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Figure B.2 Wind speed (mi/hr) contour maps in summer 1999 
~ Spring_99 
C]5-6 
c:::J6-7 
• 7-8 
c:::J8·9 
• 9-10 
c:::J:1l) -11 
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11W 16 -17 
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Figure B.3 Wind speed (mi / hr) contour maps in spring 1999 
,~ wiute,_98 
c:::J 5 • 6 
c:::Jfi·7 ' 
D 1 - a 
c:::J 8 • 9 
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Figure B.4 Wind speed (mi/hr) contour maps in winter 1998 
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Figure B.5 
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Wind speed (mi / hr) contour maps in fall 1998 
Figure B.6 Wind speed (mi / hr) contour maps in summer 1998 
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Figure B.7 Wind speed (mi/hr) contour maps in spring 1998 
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Figure B.8 Wind speed (mi/hr) contour maps in winter 1997 
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Figure B.9 Wind speed (mi/ hr) contour maps in fall 1997 
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Figure B.10 Wind speed (mi/hr) contour maps in summer 1997 
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Figure B.11 Wind speed (mi / hr) contour maps in spring 1997 
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Figure B.12 Wind speed (mi/hr) contour maps in winter 1996 
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APPENDIX C SETTING OF NETSCAPE NAVIGATOR 
It was reported that users of Netscape Navigators ( version 4.0 or later) on Windows 
NT machines had problems when they tried to use GUI features of wind data analysis 
page. After clicking on the map or button, users saw save as window, and could not 
proceed to the wind data analysis part. 
This problem can be fixed by explicitly assigning URL with dll trailer to be inter-
preted as text/html. The followings are the steps to reset the preferences: 
1. Go to Preferences in Edit of Navigator browser. 
2. Go to Applications under Navigator and click "New Type" button (see Fig. 3.1.) 
3. In New Type window give any names to "Description of type" and "Application 
to use". 
4. Type "dll" ( without quotes) for "File Extension". 
5. Type "text/html" for "Mime Type". 
6. Then, click "OK". 
7. On Preferences window, click "Edit" and choose "Navigator" in the following win-
dow. Then, click "OK" (see Fig. C.2.) 
8. Again click "OK" of Preferences window. 
Now the browser should be able to send query to the Arcview session. 
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Figure C.l New type 
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Figure C.2 Edit type 
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